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The Harney Peak Mining News building consists of a commercial area and 
living quarters. The one story structure, built in 1885, has an irregular boom 
town front; a fire has destroyed the gable roof which was behind this false facade. 
The exterior facing is white stucco with brown wood trim acting as a border.

On the store part of the structure, a central door divides two flat-topped 
windows on the front facade; they are single wash and employ slipsills. The apart 
ment's door has been cemented in and its windows reduced in size on both the front 
and rightside. The left side is completely devoid of openings, while the rear has 
a door.

Two additions have occurred; one in 1890 when the building was extended in 
order to be closer to the sidewalk and another in 1960 when a small work area was 
added. Sometime in the middle 1920's the interior of the store was remodeled, the 
apartment has been redone more recently.

After a fire in 1975, it was discovered that most of the building's walls 
consisted of very long, hand hewn pine logs. These logs have been covered since 
the 1920's renovation. They are in excellent condition, but the chinking is 
either gone or crumbling. There is only one hole in the logs and that is a doorway 
that connects the store with the apartment. The 1890 portion of the building is 
framed with lumber facing.

At present the owners are in the process of rescuing the building from the 
fire damage. They plan to leave the logs exposed in the interior but not the 
exterior for fear they may decay.
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In the early years of the Black Hills Gold Rush, log buildings were common in 
the urban landscapes. The virgin forests provided accessible construction materials 
for the transient population. As the populus became more permanent, new buildings 
began to reflect construction types and styles common to the eastern United States 
and the log structures were either destroyed or left to deteriorate. Thus, the 
recent discovery of the log Harney Peak Mining News building in Hill City is signifi 
cant. It represents a nearly extinct type of construction in the architectural 
history of the state.

After a fire in 1975 the owners discovered the original log walls between the 
stuccoed exterior and the plastered interior. The logs are for the most part about 
thirty feet in length, and are in extremely good condition, although the chinking has 
crumbled. The discovery led the present owners, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Ross to research 
the building further, and they found that it once housed the Harney Peak Mining 
News, an important publication in Hill City. The paper provided not only contemporary 
news, but also information on mining techniques and developments vital to the community.

The owner of the newspaper and builder of the structure, Camillo Von Woehrmann, 
was an immigrant from Dresden, Germany. He left his native country to avoid conscription 
in Otto Von Bismarck's army. Woehrmann arrived in the Black Hills in 1877, and, after 
a few years in Rockerville and Deadwood, took up residence in Hill City in 1885. At 
that time he built this structure to house his saloon and sleeping quarters. In 1890 
he started a newspaper called the Harney Peak Mining News.

Besides operating a newspaper office, Von Woehrmann was a Justice of the Peace, 
a stockholder in several mines, and one of Hill City's most prominent citizens. He 
decided to return to Germany during the middle 1920's, and he left his land to 
E. M. Gentry, a local banker, to dispose of for him, which he did in 1928 to Carl F. 
Carlson. The new owner ran a nightclub until he sold it to Betty W. Larson in 1929, 
the Larson ownership lasted until 1946. Henry Kniss operated a fix-it shop in it for 
eleven years, until he sold it to Charles W. Hallsted in 1957. Hallsted and the next 
owner Harry White operated a car garage. Then after the 1975 fire, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin 
Ross bought the structure and planned to utilize it as a fly shop.
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The structure has experienced three fires, two of which have destroyed 
large portions of the town. The frame front of the building is the result of 
the'official town platting in 1890 which after completion showed the structure 
to be set back from the sidewalk. So to get it closer to the pedestrian flow 
the front was extended about fifteen feet. After Woehrmann sold it in the 1920's 
the new ov/ners stuccoed the exterior walls and plastered the interior. Gradually 
t'ie nanory o*? it baing a log huilHing faded, and it was quite a surprise when the 
discovery was made in 1975.


